MicroRNA 203 Expression in Keratinocytes Is Dependent on Regulation of p53 Levels by E6\^†
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A screen of microRNA (miRNA) expression following differentiation in human foreskin keratinocytes (HFKs) identified changes in several miRNAs, including miRNA 203 (miR-203), which has previously been shown to play an important role in epithelial cell biology by regulating p63 levels. We investigated how expression of human papillomavirus type 16 (HPV16) oncoproteins E6 and E7 affected miR-203 expression during proliferation and differentiation of HFKs. We demonstrated that miR-203 expression is reduced in HFKs where p53 function is compromised, either by the viral oncoprotein E6 or by knockout of p53 using short hairpin RNAs (p53i). We show that the induction of miR-203 observed during calcium-induced differentiation of HFKs is significantly reduced in HFKs expressing E6 and in p53i HFKs. Induction of miR-203 in response to DNA damage is also reduced in the absence of p53. We report that proliferation of HFKs is dependent on the level of miR-203 expression and that overexpression of miR-203 can reduce overproliferation in E6/E7-expressing and p53i HFKs. In summary, these results indicate that expression of miR-203 is dependent on p53, which may explain how expression of HPV16 E6 can disrupt the balance between proliferation and differentiation, as well as the response to DNA damage, in keratinocytes.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small, noncoding RNA molecules that can regulate protein expression at the posttranscriptional level by targeting mRNAs for degradation or translational repression (13). Over the past decade, a growing body of evidence has shown that they play a fundamental role in the development, function, and maintenance of tissues and cells in various organisms. Their importance is perhaps best demonstrated by studies on the RNase Dicer, which plays an integral role in the processing and generation of mature miRNA molecules, as mutations in Dicer cause severe developmental defects in Caenorhabditis elegans (22), while knockout of Dicer in mice is embryonically lethal (3). Moreover, it is now known that many miRNAs are implicated in several disease states, including heart disease (2, 23), viral infection (38), and many different cancers (7, 44), leading to increased interest in the biology and function of individual miRNAs in various cell processes.

In skin physiology, miRNAs have been shown to be involved both in normal processes, including epidermal development and hair follicle morphogenesis (48), and in skin-specific pathologies, such as psoriasis (37), systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (8), and skin carcinogenesis (14). The importance of miRNAs in skin epithelial development is particularly emphasized when their expression is repressed by epidermal cell-specific deletion of Dicer in mouse models, which results in several defects, such as epidermal evagination and abnormal hair follicle development, although it is worth noting that epidermal differentiation is apparently unaffected (1, 48). To date, several individual miRNAs that are highly expressed in the skin epithelium have been identified, including microRNA 203 (miR-203), which has emerged as a potentially key player in epithelial cell biology.

miR-203 is of particular interest because one significant target of miR-203 is the transcription factor p63, a p53 family member which is known to be critical in the development of stratifying epithelia in human (35) and mouse (32, 47) and which is now considered to be a key player in controlling the proliferation and differentiation of keratinocytes (41). Recent studies have shown that miR-203 is capable of directly repressing the expression of ΔNp63α, the predominant isoform of p63 in keratinocytes. This is demonstrated in vivo where miR-203 expression is detected in the differentiating layers of normal mouse epidermis but not in the basal layer, inversely correlating with the pattern of ΔNp63α expression in these cells (49). In vitro studies on both human and mouse keratinocytes show that miR-203 is strongly induced during calcium-induced differentiation, concomitant with a downregulation of ΔNp63α expression (25). Furthermore, both these studies also showed that miR-203 exerts a clear effect on keratinocyte proliferation. Transgenic mice expressing miR-203 demonstrate a repression of the proliferative capacity, while inhibition of miR-203 using a specific antagonist molecule (antagomir) results in increased epidermal proliferation (49). Similarly, in vitro overexpression of miR-203 in human keratinocytes inhibited cell proliferation, whereas treatment with an miR-203 antagonist results in increased proliferation (25). Together, these studies suggested that miR-203, through the regulation of p63 levels, plays a key role in switching between the maintenance of proliferative capacity in keratinocytes and their commitment to differentiation.

However, both these reports also acknowledged that the...
mechanisms underlying miR-203 control of p63 levels were likely to be complex, may include other miRNAs, and may be subject to other factors. One such factor may be p53, since there is evidence to suggest that p63 effects on keratinocyte proliferation are p53 dependent. Several studies have demonstrated that the inhibition of epidermal proliferation associated with loss of p63 expression is rescued by p53 knockdown in human and mouse keratinocytes (20, 42), as well as in a zebrafish model (24), with ΔNp63α displaying dominant negative activity against p53 (24, 46). Since p53 and p63 demonstrate little association with each other in vitro (10, 15), their opposing functions seem more likely to depend upon direct competition for similar binding sites. Indeed, several genes have been shown to be targeted by both proteins, such as the cell cycle inhibitor p21, which is repressed by p63 and induced by p53 (11), a mechanism which may be central to maintenance of keratinocyte proliferation, although the specifics of this process remain unclear. With regard to miRNAs, investigation of the involvement of p53 has focused primarily on its regulation of the miR-34 family, which several studies have shown to be direct targets of p53 in different cellular systems (4, 6, 17, 40). However, miR-203 has also been identified among a subset of p53-regulated miRNAs in breast (5) and colon (39) cancer cell lines, although to date this connection has not been investigated further.

This becomes important in considering the effect of human papillomavirus type 16 (HPV16) infection of keratinocytes, since impaired p53 function due to E6 activity may have an impact upon miRNA expression and could contribute to the initiation of the tumorigenic process. Therefore, in this study, we investigated how miR-203 expression is affected by expression of HPV oncoproteins in keratinocytes during proliferation and differentiation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture, infections, and transfections. Primary human foreskin keratinocytes (HFKs) were isolated from neonatal foreskin, cultured under low-calciu m conditions, and transduced with retrovirus produced in the Phonetic GP-packing cell line (ATCC) as previously described (18). Mutagenesis of E6 or E7 was performed as previously described for transduced lines (30). The raft culture conditions, and transduced with retrovirus produced in the Phonetic GP-packing cell line (ATCC) as previously described (18). Mutagenesis of E6 or E7 was performed as previously described for transduced lines (30). The raft culture conditions, and transduced with retrovirus produced in the Phonetic GP-packing cell line (ATCC) as previously described (18). Mutagenesis of E6 or E7 was performed as previously described for transduced lines (30). The raft culture conditions, and transduced with retrovirus produced in the Phonetic GP-packing cell line (ATCC) as previously described (18).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From an initial miRNA screen, carried out in collaboration with Eric Miska (University of Cambridge), we had noted that the expression levels of several miRNAs were changed following differentiation in HFKs (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). Among these was miR-203, which has previously been shown to be upregulated during differentiation of mouse epidermis and in cultured keratinocytes and which targets the 3’ UTRs of TAp63α and ΔNp63α, the latter being the predominant isoform of p63 in keratinocytes (25, 49). In this study, we showed by both real-time quantitative PCR (RQ-PCR) (Fig. 1a) and Northern blotting (Fig. 1b) that miR-203 is also strongly upregulated in organotypic rafts, which are three-dimensional skin equivalents (30), derived from normal HFKs. This increase in miR-203 expression corresponds with induction of HFK differentiation in the rafts and seemingly contributes to the reduction in p63 levels over time (Fig. 1c). These results provide further confirmatory evidence that miR-203 plays a critical role in the differentiation of keratinocytes by regulating the expression of p63.
In light of these results, we were interested in investigating whether levels of miR-203 expression could help explain observations in our laboratory that showed upregulation of p63 in primary HFKs expressing E6/E7, an upregulation that is apparently dependent on the ability of E6 to degrade p53 (Fig. 1d and e). HFKs were retrovirally transduced to express the E6 and E7 oncoproteins. In addition, HFKs were also transfected to express E7 along with one of three mutant E6 proteins, two of which are capable of degrading p53 (F125L and G134V) (9, 27) and one which is not (G123-7) (21). Organotypic rafts generated from these cells demonstrated that p63 localization is confined to basal cells in the presence of p53 (Fig. 1d, row 1). In rafts where p53 function is impaired by the presence of either E6 (Fig. 1d, row 2) or the G134V or F125L mutants (Fig. 1d, rows 3 and 4), p63 expression is detected in the upper layers of the raft, along with increased cell proliferation, as shown by increased BrdU incorporation. However, in rafts expressing the G123-7 mutant, which cannot degrade p53, p63 expression is similar to that for the control and proliferation is reduced but not to the control levels due to activity of E7 (Fig. 1d, row 5). Western blot analysis correlates with these observations, showing that p63 levels are elevated in HFKs where p53 function is impaired but not in HFKs where p53 is not degraded (Fig. 1e).

In light of these observations, we proceeded to determine if the modulation of p63 by E6/E7 was due to an association between p53 and miR-203 by investigating the levels of miR-203 in HFKs with p53 knockdown. For comparison, we also investigated the levels of miR-205, which was identified in our initial miRNA screen as being highly expressed in keratinocytes and was also upregulated during differentiation (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). RQ-PCR analysis revealed a reduction in miR-203 expression in the presence of p53 knockdown (Fig. 2a), whereas levels of miR-205 were not significantly altered, demonstrating that p53 does not affect all miRNAs in a similar manner. In p53i HFKs, the downregulation of miR-203 is p53 dependent. (a) RQ-PCR analysis demonstrates a reduction in miR-203 expression in HFKs when p53 was knocked down (p53i) compared to scramble controls (Scram). In comparison, the expression of miR-205, another highly expressed miRNA in the skin, did not change. (b) Western blot analysis confirms the knockdown of p53 in these cells and also demonstrates an increase in p63 expression. (c) RQ-PCR analysis confirms that knockdown of p53 at the mRNA level results in an increase in expression of p63a mRNA in these cells. (d) Northern blotting demonstrates that miR-203 expression is reduced in HFKs expressing E6 alone (lane 2) and both E6 and E7 (lane 4). In HFKs expressing E7 alone (lane 3) and E7 and mutant E6 (Δ123-7) (lane 5), which cannot degrade p53, miR-203 expression is only slightly decreased. Numbers below the panel represent the expression signal of miR-203 after normalization to the U2snRNA signal. (e) RQ-PCR analysis confirms that miR-203 expression is decreased in HFKs expressing E6 and both E6 and E7 compared to the control, but is not significantly reduced in HFKs expressing E7 alone and both E7 and mutant E6 (Δ123-7). In contrast, miR-205 levels are reduced in the presence of E7, regardless of the presence or function of E6. (f) Western blotting shows equal levels of wild-type and mutant p53 when expressed in a p53-null H1299 cell line, but upregulation of p21 is observed only with the former. Control experiments demonstrate that no expression of p53 is detected in untreated cells or cells transfected with a GFP-expressing vector. (g) Expression of wild-type p53 in H1299 cells results in an increase of miR-203 levels, as measured by RQ-PCR. In contrast, expression of dominant negative p53 mut135 does not induce miR-203, with expression levels similar to those for controls. All blots are representative of three independent experiments performed on separate batches of cells.
tion of miR-203 corresponded with an increase in p63 expression at both the protein (Fig. 2b) and mRNA (Fig. 2c) levels. Since p63 was known to be a direct target of miR-203 (25, 49), we wanted to investigate whether the levels of p63 observed in HFKs were related to the effect of p53 upon expression of miR-203 in these cells. Northern blotting demonstrated decreased levels of miR-203 when p53 function was impaired by the presence of E6, regardless of the presence of E7 (Fig. 2d). In contrast, HFKs expressing E7 alone or with mutant E6 which cannot degrade p53 showed only a slight decrease in miR-203 levels compared to controls (Fig. 2d). This was confirmed by RQ-PCR analysis, which showed a clear reduction in miR-203 expression when HFKs expressed E6 alone (E6/E7s) or both together (E6/E7) following DNA damage induced by doxorubicin. (d) Western blotting demonstrates that p53 levels increase and p63 levels decrease in control cells after DNA damage. A similar decrease is noted in E6/E7s and E6s/E7 HFKs, but higher residual p63 levels are apparent in E6/E7 HFKs after 24 h. All blots are representative of three independent experiments performed on different batches of primary HFKs.

FIG. 3. Induction of miR-203 following DNA damage is lost in p53i HFKs and HFKS expressing E6 and/or E7. (a) RQ-PCR shows that miR-203 expression increases following DNA damage induced by doxorubicin. However, this induction is not observed in p53i HFKs. (b) Western blotting demonstrates that p53 levels increase and p63 levels decrease in control cells after DNA damage. However, in the absence of p53 induction in p53i HFKs, this decrease in p63 levels is not as great, with detection still apparent at 24 h. (c) RQ-PCR shows that induction of miR-203 expression is not observed in HFKs expressing E6 alone (E6/E7s), E7 alone (E6s/E7), or both together (E6/E7) following DNA damage induced by doxorubicin. (d) Western blotting demonstrates that p53 levels increase and p63 levels decrease in control cells after DNA damage. A similar decrease is noted in E6/E7s and E6s/E7 HFKs, but higher residual p63 levels are apparent in E6/E7 HFKs after 24 h. All blots are representative of three independent experiments performed on different batches of primary HFKs.
hypothesis, as does the observation that p63 is not degraded to the same extent as in control HFKs (Fig. 3b). When we carried out a similar experiment with HFKs expressing E6 alone and in tandem with E7 (Fig. 3c), we noted the same lack of miR-203 induction compared to that in control cells. However, we also noted that miR-203 induction was decreased in HFKs expressing E7 alone (Fig. 3c), indicating lack of proper differentiation (b), but is not significantly altered in p53i HFKs (d). p63 levels are higher in HFKs expressing E6 and/or E7 than in controls, but reduction is not significantly affected in p53i HFKs compared to controls. Numbers above the p63 panel in panel b represent expression signals of p63 bands after normalization to actin expression. All blots are representative of three independent experiments performed on separate batches of HFKs.

The potential link between p53 and miR-203 expression may be important in relation to cancer and cancer therapy, since the cellular response to DNA damage is disrupted when p53 function is compromised, which in turn limits the effectiveness of radiotherapy and chemotherapy in the treatment of cancer. A link between miR-203 and the DNA damage response in cancer cells has previously been suggested by Lena et al. (25), who observed that miR-203 expression is increased in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) cells in response to UVC radiation, corresponding with a decrease in ΔNp63α levels. However, the function of p63 in the cellular response to damage is not well understood, although it now seems clear that complex interactions occur between all the members of the p53 family in determining cell fate following exogenous insult (43). For example, p63 is overexpressed in many HNSCCs, where it is thought to antagonize the proapoptotic activity of p73 (34). In keratinocytes, the complexity is furthered by the observation that p63 isoforms apparently behave differently under cellular stress, with ΔNp63α reported to decrease following UV radiation (29, 45), while TAp63α (33) and TAp63γ (19) increase. In this study, we have now shown that the normal induction of miR-203 does not occur in the absence of p53 in HFKs. This implies that the cellular response to damage may be compromised in cells which have impaired p53 activity due to E6 expression or due to mutation, since subsequent overexpression of p63 may function as a prosurvival factor in cancerous cells. To ascertain whether p53 was capable of directly regulating miR-203, we analyzed the promoter and the upstream regions of miR-203 for potential p53 binding sites.
sites using the rVISTA 2.0 transcription factor binding prediction tool (28). However, only two candidate sites were identified, and chromatin immunoprecipitation showed no evidence of p53 binding at either site (data not shown).

Yi et al. (49) and Lena et al. (25) both contend that miR-203, through its targeting of p63, acts as a molecular switch between keratinocyte proliferation and differentiation. Since this balance is disrupted in E6/E7-infected keratinocytes, this may be partly due to the effect on miR-203 function caused by decreased activity of p53. Therefore, we investigated whether miR-203 expression differed during differentiation of E6- and/or E7-expressing and p53i HFKs compared to controls.

We observed a strong upregulation of miR-203 expression in control HFKs following calcium-induced differentiation as measured by RQ-PCR (Fig. 4a). This induction is significantly reduced in HFKs expressing E6 alone, E7 alone, and E6/E7 together (Fig. 4a). In these cells, we observe that p63 expression remains elevated compared to that in controls during differentiation, which would be expected since miR-203 controls p63 levels (Fig. 4b). When we repeated the experiment with p53i HFKs, we observed a similar lack of induction of miR-203 expression compared to that in controls (Fig. 4c). However, in p53i cells, p63 levels are not significantly different from those in controls (Fig. 4d). Together, these results indicate that p53 function is important for the induction of miR-203 in HFKs during differentiation. However, since K1 induction is not significantly affected in p53i HFKs or in E6-expressing HFKs (Fig. 4d), it also suggests that factors other than miR-203 must also contribute to the failure of the terminal differentiation program in E6/E7-expressing HFKs. This agrees with observations of Lena et al. (25), who concluded that miR-203 alone is not sufficient to induce differentiation, and it is also worth remembering that other proteins are known to promote p63 degradation during differentiation as well, such as the ubiquitin ligases Itch (36) and WWP1 (26). How all these factors interact in the control of p63 levels is still poorly understood and may even involve other, as-yet-unidentified, proteins or miRNAs. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to conclude that the decrease in miR-203 induction observed when p53 function is compromised has an impact upon p63 expres-
sion and therefore offers an explanation for how HPV infection disrupts the delicate balance between proliferation and differentiation in these cells.

To specifically examine and verify the effect of miR-203 expression on proliferation in cycling HFKs, miR-203 levels were knocked down and overexpressed by transfection with antagomir-203 and premiR-203 molecules, respectively (Fig. 5a). Knockdown resulted in increased HFK proliferation, with ~40% more cells staining for BrdU incorporation than controls, while overexpression resulted in a decrease in proliferation, with ~19% fewer cells staining for BrdU (Fig. 5b). This correlated with changes in p63 expression at both the mRNA (Fig. 5c) and protein (Fig. 5d) levels, which were elevated when miR-203 was knocked down and reduced when miR-203 was overexpressed. These observations also relate to the increase in miR-203 expression that occurs in normal HFKs during differentiation, emphasizing that the reduction of p63 levels caused by elevation of miR-203 expression results in an inhibition of the proliferative capacity of the cells, thereby encouraging the cells the commit to the differentiation pathway.

If the influence of E6 upon p53 results in decreased miR-203 levels, then it would be reasonable to suggest that overexpressing miR-203 in cells where p53 function is compromised should render E6 activity redundant and restore to some extent the balance which influences HFK proliferation. Therefore, we investigated whether exogenous expression of miR-203 in highly proliferative HFKs would result in decreased proliferative potential, again due to a reduction in p63 levels, then it would be reasonable to suggest that overexpression of the proliferative capacity of the cells, thereby encouraging the cells the commit to the differentiation pathway.

In summary, we have provided further evidence that miR-203 is a critical factor in the control of p63 levels in keratinocytes. Moreover, we have also shown that the expression of miR-203 is dependent on E6 activity upon p53, thereby providing new evidence as to how HPV infection can lead to deregulation of proliferation and differentiation in keratinocytes during the development of cervical cancer. This also offers an association which may explain the relationship between p53 and p63 during epidermal homeostasis and potentially in the cellular response to damage as well.
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